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The pebble-bed reactor HTR-PM is being built in China and is planned to be critical in one or two years. At present, one emphasis of
engineering design is to determine the fuel management scheme of the initial core and running-in phase. There are many possible
schemes, and many factors need to be considered in the process of scheme evaluation and analysis. Based on the experience from
the constructed or designed pebble-bed reactors, the fuel enrichment and the ratio of fuel spheres to graphite spheres are important.
In this paper, some relevant physical considerations of the initial core and running-in phase of HTR-PM are given. Then a typical
scheme of the initial core and running-in phase is proposed and simulated with VSOP code, and some key physical parameters,
such as the maximum power per fuel sphere, the maximum fuel temperature, the refueling rate, and the discharge burnup, are
calculated. Results of the physical parameters all satisfy the relevant design requirements, which means the proposed scheme is safe
and reliable and can provide support for the fuel management of HTR-PM in the future.

1. Introduction
Modular high-temperature gas-cooled reactor (HTGR) is a
kind of safe and advanced nuclear energy system, which
can efficiently provide electric power and high-temperature
process-heat. On February 15, 2008, Chinese State Council
approved the implementation plan of HTGR demonstration
project. The goal is to build a 200 MWe demonstration
plant, named high-temperature gas-cooled reactor-pebblebed module (HTR-PM), as the first one meeting the safety
standards of Generation-IV reactors in the world [1].
At present, the physical design of the equilibrium core of
HTR-PM has been finished by Institute of Nuclear and New
Energy Technology (INET) of Tsinghua University, which
includes that the fuel spheres with 8.5% enrichment are
adopted, pass through the core for 15 times, and reach the
average discharge burnup of 90000 MWd/tU. The emphasis
in work is transferred to determine the scheme of the initial
core and running-in phase.
From the initial core with fresh fuel, HTR-PM needs
to take years of continuous refueling and burnup to reach
the stable equilibrium core. Spending this time safely is

the important research content of in-core fuel management
and is an actual technical problem in pressing need of
solution. There are many possible schemes for the initial
core and running-in phase, and many factors need to be
considered in the process of scheme evaluation and analysis. Before HTR-PM, some design schemes of pebble-bed
reactors have been proposed, including THTR-300 [2] from
Hochtemperatur-Kernkraftwerk GmbH in Germany, HTR10 [3] from Tsinghua University in China, HTR-Module [4]
from Siemens AG in Germany, and PBMR [5] from PBMR
(Pty) Ltd. in South Africa. Although the detailed design
schemes of the initial core and running-in phase are different
from each other, the common experience of these pebble-bed
reactors shows that the fuel enrichment and the ratio of fuel
spheres to graphite spheres are important.
In this paper, the physical model and simulation tool of
HTR-PM are described in Section 2. The physical considerations of the initial core and running-in phase are, respectively,
described in Sections 3 and 4. Then a typical scheme of the
initial core and running-in phase is proposed and analyzed
in Section 5. In the last section, a comprehensive comment is
presented.
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Table 1: Main design parameters of HTR-PM.
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2. Physical Model and Simulation Tool

2.2. Simulation Tool. VSOP [6] code is developed by the
Institute for Safety Research and Reactor Technology, Juelich
Research Center, Germany. The code has been widely used
for the design of the high-temperature reactor (HTR) with
spherical fuel elements, such as THTR-300 and HTR-Module
in Germany, PBMR in South Africa, and HTR-10 in China.
The application of the code includes the setup of the reactor
and of the fuel element, processing of cross sections, neutron
spectrum evaluation, neutron diffusion calculation in two or
three dimensions, fuel depletion, fuel shuffling, reactor control, and thermal hydraulics of steady states and transients.
The code can simulate the reactor operation from the initial
core towards the equilibrium core.

Cone
Fuel extraction pipe

2.1. Physical Model. The main technical parameters of HTRPM are presented in Table 1.
HTR-PM uses helium as coolant and graphite as moderator as well as structural material. Its spherical fuel elements
contain thousands of very small “coated particles” which are
embedded in the graphite matrix. The pebble-bed design
allows fuel spheres to constantly pass the core by gravity from
an up direction to a down direction, which ensures that the
operation mode of continuous fuel loading and discharging
is available without shutting down the reactor.
HTR-PM adopts the cylindrical single zone core. The
ceramic structures surrounding the reactor core consist of
the inner graphite reflector and outer carbon brick layers, as
shown in Figure 1. The whole ceramic internals are installed
inside a metallic core barrel, which itself is supported by
reactor pressure vessel (RPV). The metallic core barrel and
the RPV are protected against high temperature from the core
by the cold helium borings of the side reflector, which act like
a shielding temperature screen.
HTR-PM adopts multipass refueling strategy. The fuel
spheres drop into the reactor core from the central fuel
loading tube and are discharged through a fuel extraction
pipe at the core bottom. Subsequently, the discharged fuel
spheres pass the burnup measurement facility one by one.
Depending on their burnup, either they will be discharged
and transported into the spent fuel storage tank when having
reached their designed burnup, or they will be reinserted into
the reactor to pass the core once again.
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Figure 1: Geometric structure of HTR-PM core.

In VSOP code, to simulate the multipass refueling strategy of pebble-bed reactor, the reactor core is divided into
different channels along the radial direction and different
layers along the axial direction. Thus, lots of material regions
are produced, which are the basic unit of neutron spectrum
calculation. Then, each material region is divided into different fuel batches, which are the basic unit of fuel burnup
calculation and fuel shuffling, and the number of fuel batches
in material region is chosen as the designed times of fuel
cycles. When the reactor is running, at the bottom of the core,
the fuel batches with highest burnup will be discharged, and
other fuel batches will be sent back to the top of the core, and
meanwhile the bathes of fresh fuel will be loaded at the top of
the core to keep the total quantity of fuel spheres stable. In the
middle of the core, the fuel batches of each material region
will be shuffled down to its neighbouring material region
along the channel. Through the above method, the multipass
refueling strategy of pebble-bed reactor can be well simulated.
More detailed information can be seen in [6, 7].
Through the long-term validation and verification in the
10 MWth high-temperature gas-cooled test reactor (HTR-10)
as well as continuous updating by INET [8], VSOP code is
thought to be capable of satisfying the requirements of HTRPM physical design.

3. Physical Considerations of the Initial Core
3.1. Loading Patterns of the Initial Core. The initial core is
defined as the core that contains only the fresh fuel spheres,
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Table 2: The key physical parameters of typical volume fractions of fuel spheres in the initial core.
Volume fraction of fuel
spheres
1/15
5/15
10/15
14/15

Fuel enrichment
needed (%)

Maximum power per
fuel sphere (kW/FS)

Maximum fuel
temperature (∘ C)

21.30
5.10
3.45
3.10

16.39
3.30
1.66
1.18

3401
1093
978
951

maybe with some graphite spheres, and that can reach the full
power.
Due to the accumulation of fission products and the deep
burnup of fuel spheres, in the equilibrium core, the average
fuel enrichment over the core in HTR-PM is only 4.58%,
although the enrichment of fresh fuel spheres loaded in the
core is 8.5%. For the initial core almost without burnup, if
only the fresh fuel spheres with 8.5% enrichment are loaded,
the excess reactivity will be too big to control. To avoid this
situation, some absorber balls containing boron need to be
added in the core, or the quantity of fissile fuel in the core
needs to be decreased, which can be achieved through adding
some graphite spheres or decreasing the enrichment of the
fuel spheres. As a result, the possible loading patterns of
the initial core are formed as follows. (1) Fuel spheres with
8.5% enrichment or lower enrichment and graphite spheres
are adopted; (2) fuel spheres with 8.5% enrichment or lower
enrichment and absorber balls are adopted; (3) fuel spheres
with 8.5% enrichment or lower enrichment and graphite
spheres as well as absorber balls are adopted; (4) only fuel
spheres with very low enrichment are adopted.
To determine the loading pattern of the initial core of
HTR-PM, some important factors need to be considered,
which are as follows.
(1) Enrichment of fuel spheres: if the initial core and
equilibrium core both load the fuel spheres with 8.5%
enrichment, the processes of fuel purchase, manufacture, and management can be simplified, according to
the THTR-300 and HTR-10 experiences. Considering
the requirement of excess reactivity control, not many
fuel spheres will be loaded, which increases the power
per fuel sphere and is disadvantageous for safety.
HTR-Module and PBMR recommend adopting lowenrichment fuel spheres in the initial core, which can
increase the quantity of fuel spheres in the core and
decrease the power per fuel sphere. So, in HTR-PM,
the low-enrichment fuel spheres are adopted.
(2) Absorber balls: another way to increase the quantity
of fuel spheres loaded in the core and to decrease the
power per fuel sphere is loading some absorber balls.
In THTR-300 and HTR-Module, a small quantity
of absorber balls is adopted. Unfortunately, experience of manufacture and application of absorber
balls is lacking in China. Moreover, considering the
big movement randomness of the small quantity of
absorber balls in the core will increase the difficulty of
fuel management; the absorber balls are not expected
in the initial core of HTR-PM.

(3) Graphite spheres: the enrichment of fuel spheres
loaded in the initial core can be increased if some
graphite spheres are added, which can decrease the
difference of enrichment between the initial core and
equilibrium core to make the running-in phase more
smooth and can avoid discharging fuel spheres at
the beginning of running-in phase to improve the
fuel utilization. In THTR-300 and HTR-10, significant
amount of graphite spheres is loaded in the initial
core, and this is also recommended by HTR-Module
and PBMR. So, in HTR-PM, the graphite spheres are
planned to be used.
3.2. Physical Characteristics of the Initial Core. HTR-PM
adopts the scheme of mixing low-enrichment fuel spheres
with graphite spheres as its loading pattern for the initial core,
in which the ratio of fuel spheres to graphite spheres needs
to be determined. In Table 2, the key physical parameters of
several typical volume fractions of fuel spheres in the initial
core are given.
From Table 2, the following physical characteristics can
be seen. (1) If the volume fraction of fuel spheres in the initial
core is very low, the enrichment of fuel spheres needs to
be very high to keep the reactor critical, even higher than
8.5% adopted in the equilibrium core, which is unpractical.
Besides this, the small value of volume fraction of fuel spheres
in the initial core means that there are few fuel spheres
to share the operation power, causing big values of power
per fuel sphere and fuel temperature, which is not safe.
Considering these problems, the volume fraction of fuel
spheres in the initial core should be as high as possible. (2)
When the volume fraction of fuel spheres in the initial core
is very high, the enrichment of fuel spheres needs be very
low. In the subsequent running-in phase, if the fuel spheres
with 8.5% enrichment adopted in the equilibrium core are
directly added to replace the discharged fuel spheres with low
enrichment, the difference of enrichment will cause big value
of power per fuel sphere in the running-in phase, considering
the fact that the fuel spheres with high enrichment will
produce more power. To avoid this situation, one or more
kinds of fuel spheres with medium enrichment are needed,
but this could bring additional problems for fuel purchase,
manufacture, and management. From these respects, the
volume fraction of fuel spheres in the initial core should be
as low as possible. (3) In conclusion, if the volume fraction
of fuel spheres in the initial core is medium, the above
advantages and disadvantages can be well balanced, and good
physical characteristics can be expected.
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There are some basic considerations for the refueling patterns
of the running-in phase of HTR-PM.
(1) The process of replacing the graphite spheres and the
process of replacing the low-enrichment fuel spheres
loaded in the initial core should be separated, which
is beneficial for stabilizing the running-in phase and
simplifying the operation of the fuel handling and
storage system (FHSS). This is recommended by
HTR-Module and PBMR.
(2) The process of replacing the graphite spheres with
fuel spheres should be performed at the beginning
of running-in phase, which can quickly increase the
quantity of fuel spheres in the core and thus decrease
the power per fuel sphere and can avoid discharging
fuel spheres at the beginning of running-in phase to
improve fuel utilization. This is performed in THTR300 and HTR-10 and is recommended by HTRModule and PBMR.
(3) For simplifying the processes of fuel purchase, manufacture, and management, it is better to use as
few kinds of fuel spheres in enrichment as possible
in the running-in phase. In HTR-Module, three
kinds of fuel spheres are recommended, including
the low-enrichment fuel spheres loaded in the initial
core, the medium-enrichment fuel spheres used in
the running-in phase, and the high-enrichment fuel
spheres adopted in the equilibrium core.
(4) In the running-in phase, the times of fuel cycles
should be as many as possible, which can smooth the
power distribution and burnup distribution along the
axial direction of the core [9], but the refueling rate
should be controlled in the capability of FHSS.

5. Physical Analysis of a Typical Scheme of
the Initial Core and Running-In Phase
5.1. Description of the Scheme. Based on the above physical
considerations of the initial core and running-in phase, a
typical scheme for HTR-PM is proposed as follows.
(1) The initial core is made up of the fuel spheres
with 4.1% enrichment and the graphite spheres. The
volume fraction of fuel spheres in the core is 7/15.
(2) The running-in phase is divided into three continuous
processes. In the first process, 3/8 of the graphite
spheres are replaced by the fuel spheres with 4.1%
enrichment. When the first process is ended, the
volume fraction of fuel spheres in the core is improved
to 10/15. In the second process, the remaining graphite
spheres are replaced by the fuel spheres with 4.1%
enrichment. When the second process is ended, they
are full of fuel spheres with 4.1% enrichment in the
core. The last process includes 15 fuel cycles. In each
cycle, 1/15 of the fuel spheres with 4.1% enrichment are
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Figure 2: Maximum power per fuel sphere changing with time.

replaced by the fuel spheres with 8.5% enrichment.
When this process is ended, they are full of fuel
spheres with 8.5% enrichment in the core, and the
status is close to the equilibrium core.
5.2. Physical Characteristics of the Scheme. The above scheme
is simulated with VSOP code, and the key physical parameters, such as the maximum power per fuel sphere, the maximum fuel temperature, the refueling rate, and the discharge
burnup, are calculated.
Results of the maximum power per fuel sphere in the
running-in phase are shown in Figure 2.
In the running-in phase, the maximum power per fuel
sphere reaches 2.49 kW/FS, which is higher than that in the
equilibrium core (1.81 kW/FS), but there is still some margin
compared with the safety limit value (3.5 kW/FS).
There are two obvious peak values of the maximum power
per fuel sphere in the running-in phase. The first one appears
at the beginning of running-in phase. That is mainly because
the fuel spheres loaded in the core are very few at that time,
and the peak value becomes smaller along with adding fuel
spheres. The second peak value appears at the time of adding
the fuel spheres with 8.5% enrichment. That is mainly because
the enrichment of the new added fuel spheres is much higher
than the depleted fuel spheres, which means the new added
fuel spheres share a great part of operation power.
Results of the maximum fuel temperature in the runningin phase are shown in Figure 3.
In the running-in phase, the maximum fuel temperature
reaches 1022∘ C, which is higher than that in the equilibrium
core (932∘ C), but there is still some margin compared with
the safety limit value (1200∘ C).
Results of the refueling rate in the running-in phase are
shown in Figure 4.
In the running-in phase, the refueling rate is controlled
in the capability of FHSS, that is, lower than 12000 FS/d. It
can be seen that, at the beginning of running-in phase, the
refueling rate is very high, which is because the fissile fuel
loaded in the core is much less than that in the equilibrium
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Figure 3: Maximum fuel temperature changing with time.
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Figure 4: Refueling rate changing with time.

core. It makes the reactivity decrease with burnup faster
than that in the equilibrium core, and thus higher refueling
rate is needed to maintain normal operation of the reactor.
And at the beginning of running-in phase, the refueling rate
fluctuates widely, which is because the power distribution
and burnup distribution along the axial direction of the core
have not been flattened well during this period. But, with
the development of the running-in phase, the composition
and burnup in the core are getting more and more welldistributed, resulting in smaller fluctuation of the refueling
rate.
Results of the discharge burnup in the running-in phase
are shown in Figure 5.
In the running-in phase, the discharge burnup is lower
than the safety limit value (100000 MWd/tU). At 143.9 days,
all the graphite spheres are discharged, and then the depleted
low-enrichment fuel spheres start to be discharged and the
initial discharge burnup is 16281 MWd/tU. The discharge burnup climbs to 57342 MWd/tU with operation of the reactor.
At 1118.2 days, all of the depleted low-enrichment fuel spheres
are discharged, and then the depleted high-enrichment fuel
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Figure 5: Discharge burnup changing with time.

spheres start to be discharged and the discharge burnup is
close to that in the equilibrium core (90000 MWd/tU).
The uncertainty quantification of the calculation results
of VSOP code for HTR-PM design has been performed by
INET, involving the uncertainties from nuclear data, pebble
flow [10], filling fraction of pebble bed [11], uranium loading
per fuel sphere, and some thermal-hydraulic parameters. The
corresponding influence on the key physical parameters, such
as 𝑘eff , power density, power peak, axial offset of power (AO),
fuel temperature, and fuel burnup, is detailedly evaluated. The
results show that the maximum uncertainty for the situation
of normal operation is less than 1.0% [12].
As to this paper, the calculation results of VSOP code
for the proposed scheme of the initial core and running-in
phase are 10%∼20% lower than the safety limit values. So,
after taking the corresponding uncertainties into account, the
safety margins are still enough.

6. Conclusions
In this paper, some physical considerations for the fuel
management of the initial core and running-in phase of HTRPM are given, including the advantages and disadvantages
of different loading patterns of the initial core and different
refueling patterns of the running-in phase. Then a typical
scheme of the initial core and running-in phase of HTR-PM is
proposed, in which one kind of graphite sphere and two kinds
of fuel spheres in enrichment are used. Firstly, the graphite
spheres are replaced by low-enrichment fuel spheres through
two fuel cycles. When all the graphite spheres are discharged,
the low-enrichment fuel spheres start to be replaced by
high-enrichment fuel spheres through fifteen fuel cycles.
When all the low-enrichment fuel spheres are discharged,
the running-in phase is ended and the equilibrium core is
established. The above scheme of the initial core and runningin phase is simulated with VSOP code, and some key physical
parameters, such as the maximum power per fuel sphere,
the maximum fuel temperature, the refueling rate, and the
discharge burnup, are calculated. Results of the physical
parameters all satisfy the relevant design requirements, which
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means the proposed scheme is safe and reliable. In the
future, more detailed physical analysis of the scheme will be
performed, especially for the accident conditions.
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